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Flame’s safety garments have been on the market for over 25 
years and have set the standard in design and quality for Industri-
al Work Wear on the island of Trinidad and Tobago. Flame does 
not compromise on quality when it comes to the production of 
the safety garments, branded with our Flame Logo and Tags, as 
we take pride in the quality work and craftsmanship that goes 
into each of our garments, with our Number #1 Priority, being 
the Safety and Protection of our Valued End Users.

Through years of experience in the Industrial Safety Garment 
business, and extensive investment in research and technology, 
Flame is now further able to offer you the best solutions for your 
various Industrial Wear needs, at the most affordable cost. 
Quality Guaranteed!

ARM YOURSELF with this assortment of Finely Crafted Styles, available in a variety of Poly Cotton, Fire 
Retardant and Fire Resistant Fabrics, to suit your individual application. We’ve Customized our Styles, 
based on our Customer’s feedback, to give them EXACTLY what they need. In doing so, we aim to make 
our Garments readily available and transfer any cost savings to our End Users.

We are committed to selling products that save lives and improve the quality of the life of a user, by 
ensuring they are protected with the most suitable garment for their respective function.
Whether you’re a Self- Employed Tradesman seeking the best for himself or the Project Manager 
looking to outfit a Massive Crew, Flame Industries can supply you with all your Safety apparel needs. 

Come in today and “Experience the Flame Advantage!”

ABOUT US

Terms you may not be familiar with:-

NFPA 2112- Criteria cover design, construction, evaluation and certification of flame-resistant garments for use by industrial 
personnel, with the intent of not contributing to the burn injury of the wearer, providing a degree of protection to the wearer, 
and reducing the severity of burn injuries resulting from short-duration thermal exposures resulting from accidental 
exposure to flash fires.

NFPA 70E-  Provisions encompass safety-related work practices, safety-related maintenance requirements, and safety 
requirements for special equipment. The Standard includes guidance for making hazard identification and risk 
assessments, selecting appropriate PPE, establishing an electrically safe work condition, and employee training.

FIRE RESISTANT- Material so impervious to fire that, for a specified temperature and time, there will be no structural failure 
and the side away from fire will not be hotter than a certain temperature. Materials that are inherently resistant to catching 
fire (self-extinguishing) and does not melt or drip when exposed directly to extreme heat.

FIRE RETARDANT- Substance added to a material or applied to a surface to suppress, reduce, or delay the combustion of 
the material to a significant degree. Materials that are flame retardant have been chemically treated to self extinguish.
 POLY/COTTON- fabric made from a mixture of cotton and polyester fibre. 1
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SPECIFICATIONS

The Fire Shield garment by Flame is a uniquely constructed 
Coverall, that comes in an assortment of FR Fabrics. These 
garments have all been carefully designed to provide extra 
comfort and Protection of the End User. As the name suggests, 
this garment has been manufactured to safeguard the user 
against Arc Flash and Flash Fire Hazards, through the use of 
Fabrics that are NFPA 70E and NFPA 2112 Compliant. 

Standard Safety features on the garment include Double 
Stitching FR Thread, a Placket under zipper to protect from heat 
and zipper pinching of the body and highly visible FR Reflective 
Strips on the Sleeves, legs and back. Characteristic of the sturdy, 
practical construction of Apparel by Flame, these FR Coveralls 
also feature ergonomic considerations such as elastic waist 
bands for maneuverability and double stitched side pockets for 
added storage and convenience. Aesthetic components include 
a hidden two way zipper under the flap and a smartly snap 
paced on the top of fold that covers zip.

Quality and value guaranteed. Experience the Flame Advantage 
today with The Fire Shield by Flame.

Front Features

•Double Stitching FR thread for added strength.
•Double head, double stitched two way brass 
zippers, for ease of accessibility to under garments 
and comfort.
•Snap placed on the top of fold that covers zip for 
added safety, comfort and durability.
•Two Main Double Stitched Front Pockets..
•1” wide reflective strips on sleeves, legs and backs 
for added visibility and safety
•Single snap on cuff for adjustability.
•Two Double stitched side pockets on pants for 
added storage and convenience..
•Hidden two way zipper under flap
•Placket under Zipper to protect from heat and 
zipper pinching of body.

Back Features

•Two double stitched back pockets for durability
•Double stitch on seat for added strength.
•Double stitched waist band for durability.
•1-1/4” elastic waist band at back for comfort 
and maneuverability
•Side seams double stitched for added strength

StaNdard Coverall 

Options

•Long sleeve Only
•Available in a Variety of Colors.

Available, but not limited to, the following F.R. Fabrics

PREMIUM FLAME RESITANT FABRICS

3See sizing chart for this garment design on page 12 Visit www.flamett.com to view more product info
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SPECIFICATIONS

The Fire Guard by Flame, is a cleverly designed pants and shirt 
suit, that comes in an assortment of FR Fabrics, suitable for 
various work applications. All garments have been constructed 
to provide extra comfort and added Protection to the End User, 
through the use of Fabrics that are NFPA 70E and NFPA 2112 
Compliant, which protect against Arc Flash and Flash Fire 
Hazards.

The Standard Safety features include Double Stitching FR 
Thread on pants and shirt and 1” wide FR reflective strips on the 
sleeves, legs and back of the garment for durability and added 
visibility. With comfort of the end user always in mind, The Fire 
Guard suit comes outfitted with double snaps on cuffs for 
adjustable fit, as well as two double stitched side pockets for 
added storage and convenience. The Fire Guard suits feature 
additional ergonomic considerations such as elastic waist bands 
for maneuverability and a smartly placed pen pocket on the left 
sleeve of shirt.

Quality and value guaranteed. Experience the Flame Advantage 
today….. with The Fire Guard by Flame.

Front Features

•Double Stitching FR thread for added strength.
•Five Rust free Front Snaps placed on front of shit 
for ease of access and durability..
•One Main Double Stitched Front Chest Pocket C/W 
Flap and Snap.
•One Double Stitched Front Chest Pocket for durabil-
ity and storage..
•1” wide reflective strips on sleeves, legs and backs 
for added visibility and safety
•Double snaps on cuffs for adjustable fit.
•Double stitched front patch pockets on pants for 
added storage and convenience.
•Pen Pocket on Left Sleeve

Back Features

•Two double stitched back pockets for durability
•Double stitch on seat for added strength.
•Double stitched waist band for durability.
•1-1/4” elastic waist band at back for comfort 
and maneuverability
•Side seams double stitched for added strength

StaNdard Coverall 

Options

•Long sleeve Only
•Available in a Variety of Colors.

GUARD

See sizing chart for this garment design on page 13 Visit www.flamett.com to view more product info

Available, but not limited to, the following F.R. Fabrics

PREMIUM FLAME RESITANT FABRICS
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SPECIFICATIONS

The Fire Armour by Flame is a superior coverall, that is available 
in an assortment of FR Fabrics, suitable for various work applica-
tions. All garments have been constructed to provide extra 
comfort and added Protection to the End User, through the use 
of Fabrics that are NFPA 70E and NFPA 2112 Compliant, which 
protect against Arc Flash and Flash Fire Hazards.

With the Safety of the user foremost in mind, this sturdy 
coverall comes equipped with Standard Safety features such as 
Double Stitching FR Thread for added strength and 2” wide FR 
reflective strips over the shoulders, around the waist, arms and 
legs for added visibility.

The Fire Armour coverall comes outfitted with double snaps on 
cuffs for adjustable fit, as well as two double stitched side 
pockets for added storage and convenience. The Fire Armour 
features additional ergonomic considerations such as elastic 
waist bands for maneuverability and double head, double 
stitched two way brass zippers, for ease of accessibility to under 
garments and comfort. Hidden snaps on the fold that covers zip 
add to the aesthetic appeal of this durable FR Garment.

The Quality and value guaranteed. Experience the Flame 
Advantage today….. with The Fire Armour by Flame.

ARMOUR

Front Features

•Double Stitching FR thread for added strength.
•Double head, double stitched two way brass   
zippers, for ease of accessibility to under garments 
and comfort.
•Hidden Snaps on Fold that covers zip.
•Two Main Double Stitched Front Chest Pockets
•2” wide reflective strips over shoulders, around 
waist, arms and legs for added visibility and safety
•Double snaps on cuffs for adjustable fit.
•Two Double stitched side pockets on pants for 
added storage and convenience.

Back Features

•Two double stitched back pockets for durability
•Double stitch on seat for added strength.
•Double stitched waist band for durability.
•1-1/4” elastic waist band at back for comfort 
and maneuverability

StaNdard Coverall 

Options

•Long sleeve Only
•Available in a Variety of Colors.

7See sizing chart for this garment design on page 12 Visit www.flamett.com to view more product info

Available, but not limited to, the following F.R. Fabrics

PREMIUM FLAME RESITANT FABRICS
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SPECIFICATIONS

The Stallion by Flame, is a long lasting and resilient coverall, well 
constructed, with the user’s comfort and functionality in mind. 
Characteristic of the sturdy, practical construction of Apparel by 
Flame, this robust coverall is made from Durable poly/cotton 
twill work cloth. The coverall features 1” wide reflective strips 
on sleeves, back and legs for added visibility and safety, as well 
as multiple ergonomically designed elements such as a clever, 
double stitched tool pocket for convenience and additional 
storage and pleated shoulders for maneuverability, amongst 
others.

Quality and value guaranteed. Experience the Flame Advantage 
today.... with The Stallion by Flame.

Front Features

•Double stitching cotton thread for added strength.
•Double head, double stitched two way brass 
zippers, for ease of accessibility to under garments 
and comfort.
•Snaps placed on fold that covers zip for added 
safety, comfort and durability.
•One Main Double Stitched Front Pocket C/w Flap 
and Snap
•One double stitched front pocket, for durability.
•1” wide reflective strips on sleeves, legs and backs 
for added visibility and safety
•Double snaps on cuffs for adjustable fit.
•Double stitched front patch pockets on pants for 
added storage and convenience.
•Pen Pocket on Left Sleeve

Back Features

•Pleated shoulders for maneuverability
•Two double stitched back pockets for durability
•Featuring a durable double stitched tool pocket 
for convenience and additional storage.
•Double stitch on seat for added strength.
•Double stitched waist band for durability.
•1-1/4” elastic waist band at back for comfort and 
maneuverability
•Side seams double stitched for added strength

StaNdard Coverall 

Options

•Long sleeve Only
•Variety of colours
•Available in Fabric Type- 65/35 Poly/Cotton Only

STALLION

9See sizing chart for this garment design on page 12 Visit www.flamett.com to view more product info
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SPECIFICATIONS

The Phoenix by Flame is a refined pants and shirt suit, designed 
for extra comfort, maneuverability and functionality, apt for 
various work applications. Characteristic of the sturdy, practical 
construction of Apparel by Flame, this aesthetically appealing 
suit, is made from durable poly cotton twill work cloth. The 
pants feature a durable double stitched tool pocket for added 
storage and convenience, as well as 1” Reflective Strips on the 
sleeves, legs and backs for added visibility and safety.

The shirt features five long lasting rust free snaps on the front of 
the shirt for ease of access, as well as pleated shoulders for 
maneuverability. Other ergonomic considerations include a pen 
pocket on the left sleeve and double snaps on the cuffs for an 
adjustable fit.

Quality and value guaranteed. Experience the Flame Advantage 
today… with The Phoenix by Flame.

Front Features

•Double stitching cotton thread for added strength.
•Five Rust free Front Snaps placed on front of shirt 
for ease of access and durability
•One Main Double Stitched Front Chest Pocket C/W 
Flap and Snap
•One double stitched front Chest pocket for Durabili-
ty.
•1” wide reflective strips on sleeves, legs and backs 
for added visibility and safety
•Double snaps on cuffs for adjustable fit.
•Double stitched front patch pockets on pants for 
added storage and convenience.
•Pen Pocket on Left Sleeve

Back Features

•Pleated shoulders for maneuverability
•Two double stitched back pockets for durability
•Featuring a durable double stitched tool pocket 
for convenience and additional storage.
•Double stitch on seat for added strength.
•Double stitched waist band for durability.
•1-1/4” elastic waist band at back for comfort and 
maneuverability
•Side seams double stitched for added strength

StaNdard Coverall 

Options

•Long sleeve Only
•Available in a Variety of Colors
•Available in Fabric Type- 65/35 Poly/Cotton Only

PHOENIX

See sizing chart for this garment design on page 13 Visit www.flamett.com to view more product info 11



A

B

C

D

F

E

Dimensions are in Inches.
Dimensions "B" and "C" represent total 
chest and waist circumference.

Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large
A                        22            23           24           24           26
B                        38            40           42           44           48
C                        30            34           36           38           40
D                        17            19           22           23           24

F                         29            30           30           30           31
E                        39            40           41           42           43

A

B

C

D

F

E

SIZING CHART ARMOUR

STALLION

Sizing Chart covers dimensions for the
Fire Shield, Fire Armour and The Stallion
Coverall designs. 

12



SIZING CHART PHOENIX GUARD

Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large

C                        50            52           54           56           58

B                        29            30           31           31           32

Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large
A                         40             41           42           43           44
B                         29             30           31           31           32
C                     28-31       32-36      37-40      41-44      45-48

SHIRT DIMENSIONS

PANTS DIMENSIONS

A                         24           24           25           25           26

Dimensions are in Inches.
Dimension "C" represent total chest and 
waist circumference.

Sizing Chart covers dimensions for the
Fire Guard and The Phoenix Shirt and
Pants designs. 

A

B

A

C
B

C
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Flame Industries Limited
Address: 40-44 Sutton Street San Fernando

TEL- 868-652-8816, 868-657-6194 | FAX- 868-653-2531
Emal: info@flamett.com | Website: www.flamett.com


